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ABSTRACT Multiple transmit and receive antennas can be used to increase the number of independent
streams between a transmitter–receiver pair, and/or to improve the interference resilience with the help
of linear minimum mean squared error (MMSE) receivers. Typically, rank adaptation algorithms aim at
balancing the tradeoff between increasing the spatial multiplexing gain through independent streams, and
improving the interference resilience property. An interference aware inter-cell rank coordination framework
for the future fifth generation wireless system is proposed in this paper. The proposal utilizes results from
random matrix theory to estimate the mean signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio at the MMSE receiver.
In addition, a game-theoretic interference pricing measure is introduced as an inter-cell interference man-
agement mechanism to balance the spatial multiplexing versus interference resilience tradeoff. Centralized
and distributed implementations of the proposed inter-cell rank coordination framework are presented,
followed by exhaustive Monte Carlo simulation results demonstrating its performance. The obtained results
indicate that the performance of the proposed method is up to 56% better than conventional non interference-
aware schemes; and within 6% of the optimum performance obtained using a brute-force exhaustive search
algorithm though it incurs much lower computational complexity.
INDEX TERMS Rank adaptation, 5G,MMSE receivers, MIMO, randommatrix theory, interference pricing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The first half of this decade saw the emergence of the fifth
generation cellular technology (5G) as a concept. Demand for
radically higher data rates, increased reliability and improved
energy efficiency drives the 5G standard to adopt a number
of novel technologies, primarily through a combination of
gains in three frontiers: moving to higher frequencies, cell
densification, and harnessing multiple input multiple out-
put (MIMO) capabilities [1]. However, early 5G systems will
most likely enhance the spectral efficiency through small cell
and MIMO since operation in higher frequencies like the
millimeter wave (mmWave) spectrum is yet to mature for
commercial applications [2].
Interference is a fundamental element of wireless systems,
and has to be mitigated efficiently, especially in dense net-
works [3]. Interference coordination is heavily featured in
the fourth generation/long term evaluation (LTE) system.
Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC) [4] and enhanced
ICIC (eICIC) [5] in LTE systems involve coordinated
scheduling among the gNodeBs (gNB) aimed at controlling
the transmit power in certain time/frequency resources to
reduce the generated interference [6].
At the transmitter end,MIMO introduces spatial degrees of
freedom (DoF), whereas the linear minimum mean squared
error (MMSE) receiver can suppress parts of the received
interference signal by exploiting the interference structure
when demodulating the desired signal [7]. MIMO trans-
mission and the MMSE receiver are therefore foreseen to
play a prominent role in improving the spectral efficiency
of future 5G systems [8], [9]. It is well known that utilizing
some of the MIMO spatial DoFs for interference suppression
instead of transmitting data streams using all spatial DoFs
can improve the network performance [10]. With MIMO
transceivers and MMSE receivers, interference coordination
can further include coordination in the MIMO spatial DoF,
i.e., the number of independent transmitted streams or rank.
Rank coordination/adaptation algorithms have recently
been investigated for LTE and 5G systems, for example
in [11]–[15]. Reference [11] proposes a method to select
the rank that maximizes the mutual information given a
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target block error rate, considering perfect channel state
information (CSI) and no inter cell interference. A number
of rank adaptation (RA) algorithms for the LTE and
LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) systems are numerically evaluated
in [12].
All the algorithms presented in [11] and [12] are based
on the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), which
in turn requires knowledge of the interference covariance
matrix (ICM). Due to the multitudes of matrix operations
involved, estimating the SINR from the ICM requires accu-
rate CSI, and is computationally costly in practice [13], [14].
Low complexity joint precoding matrix and rank selection
algorithms based on average channel information across the
entire system bandwidth are proposed for the LTE-A sys-
tem in [13] and [14]. The proposed ICM-based algorithms
searches across all possible rank/precoding matrix combina-
tions to select the rank that is expected to deliver the highest
throughput.
Most existing rank adaptation algorithms aim at maximiz-
ing different performance criteria at the receiver of inter-
est without considering the interference management aspect
of rank coordination. As such, they can are egoistic rather
than being altruistic or interference-aware. Such myopic
transmission is usually not efficient when considering the
overall system-level performance [16]. Coordination among
interfering cells is therefore necessary to better manage the
interference, as exemplified for a multicell system in [15].
Such coordination becomes even more important in systems
employing theMMSE receiver, where the number of interfer-
ing streams directly impact the interference resilience at the
receivers.
The fundamental trade-off between maximizing the spatial
multiplexing gain and minimizing the amount of interfer-
ence generated toward the interfered receivers has been stud-
ied from an information-theoretic perspective in [17]. The
authors consider a single transmitter coexisting with multiple
receivers, and investigate techniques to exploit the multiple
antennas at the transmitter to effectively balance between
spatial multiplexing gain and interference avoidance at the
receiver end. However, the addressed problem is independent
of the receiver architecture and is limited to the rank selection
at a single transmitter, hence the network-wide rank coordi-
nation problem is not addressed in its entirety.
A. CONTRIBUTIONS
In this work, we propose a novel inter-cell interference coor-
dinated rank adaptation framework which integrates coor-
dination among multiple coexisting cells. The interference
suppression capability of the MMSE receiver is specifically
considered when formulating the rank adaptation problem,
which, to the best of our understanding, has not been con-
sidered in earlier contributions. More precisely, the proposed
algorithm considers the performance at the desired receiver
and the impact of the generated interference on the perfor-
mance of the interfered receivers when deciding the trans-
mission rank. The proposed rank coordination mechanism
utilizes the game-theoretic concept of ‘pricing’ to balance
between the spatial multiplexing gain-vs.-interference rejec-
tion capabilities. Moreover, instead of relying on the ICM
for estimating the post-MMSE SINR, the SINR is estimated
through a robust method using results from random matrix
theory (RMT), thereby involving fewer parameter estima-
tions as compared to an ICM-based method.
In summary, the following main contributions are
addressed in this paper1:
• Interference suppression capability at the MMSE
receiver is considered in the multi-cell rank coordination
problem formulation;
• The post-MMSE SINR is estimated using results from
RMT, thereby circumventing the need for expensive
ICM estimations;
• A game theoretic pricing based interference coordina-
tion framework is proposed;
• Finally, centralized and distributed implementations of
the proposed algorithm are presented and thoroughly
evaluated.
B. ORGANIZATION
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the
system model, details of the problem formulation and out-
line of the proposed algorithm are described in Section II.
Section III introduces the post-MMSE SINR estimator,
followed by the pricing based interference coordination
framework in Section IV. Centralized and distributed imple-
mentations of the proposed rank adaptation algorithm are
detailed in Section V. Finally, numerical results are presented
in Section VI, and Section VII concludes the paper.
C. NOTATIONS
Matrices and vectors are respectively denoted by boldface
symbols H (capital) and h (small letter). IM×K denotes
the M × K dimensional identity matrix, while E[·], (·)H
and (·)T respectively denotes the Expectation, the Hermitian
and the Transpose operator. CN (µ, σ 2) represents the com-
plex Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2,
and U(a, b) denotes the uniform distribution with support
between a and b, where (a < b). C represents the set
of all complex numbers, with Im(s) denoting the imaginary
component of a complex number s.All logarithms are base 2,
unless stated otherwise.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Let us consider a narrowbandmulti user-MIMO time division
duplexed (TDD) system with a number of cells as shown
in Figure 1. We assume that L cells share a given time-
frequency slot, with at most a single co-channel active user
equipment (UE) in each of the selected cells. Since any given
time-frequency slot is assumed fully orthogonal, we can limit
our analysis to a particular time-frequency slot without loss
of generality. The set L = {1, 2, . . . ,L} denotes the set of
1Preliminary results of this work were presented in [18] and [19].
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of the considered 5G system model.
all active cells in a given sub-band. As downlink is often the
limited link with respect to the interference, we focus on this
direction throughout this paper. However the proposed frame-
work can easily be extended to the uplink. Centralized, as well
as distributed, rank coordination techniques are discussed in
this contribution. The presence of a centralized control node
connected to all the cells is assumed for the former discussion.
The cells are assumed to be time-synchronized and inter-
connected via the Xn interface.
Each link in the l th cell is assumed to have Nl transmit
antennas and Ml receive antennas. The transmitter-receiver
pair in the l th cell communicates by transmitting dl ≤
min(Ml,Nl) streams over the Nl transmit antennas using an
Nl × dl linear precoding matrix Wl .
A. SIGNAL MODEL
The received signal vector yl at the receiver in cell l can be
expressed as
yl =
√
ρllHllWlxl +
∑
k∈L,k 6=l
√
ρlkHlkWkxk + zl, (1)
where Hlk ∈ CMl×Nl ∼ CN
(
0, 12
)
denotes the channel
matrix between the k th transmitter and the l th receiver. The
vectors xl ∈ Cdl ∼ CN
(
0, 12
)
and zl ∈ CMl ∼ CN
(
0, 12
)
represent the transmitted vector from the l th transmitter and
the white Gaussian noise vector at the l th receiver respec-
tively. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the channel between
transmitter k and receiver l is given by ρlk . A block fading
channel model is assumed.
1) CSI AVAILABILITY
Weassume that the l th transmitter can obtainHll by exploiting
channel reciprocity. In practice this requires calibration of
the transmitter/receiver radio frequency (RF) chains, which
are in general not reciprocal [20]. However, such calibration
methods are beyond the scope of this paper and are rather
assumed to be in place. Alongside, the long-term channel
statistics ρlk ∀l, k ∈ L, and the identity of the scheduled
active user in each time slot are also assumed to be known.
All channel estimations are assumed perfect, unless stated
otherwise.
B. CODEBOOK BASED PRECODING
The selection of the precoding matrix W can either be code-
book based where the precoder is chosen from a predefined
finite codebook W , or non-codebook based where it is cal-
culated on the fly based on some knowledge of the CSI. We
consider a codebook based system in this work, similar to
LTE/LTE-A systems. This enables a smaller feedback over-
head and amore predictable interference behaviour compared
to a non-codebook based system, and is more suitable for
system level implementation [21]. The codebook defined in
the LTE standard [22] is considered.
C. SUPPORT FOR MMSE RECEIVER
Considering the signal model presented in (1), the signal of
interest at the ith stream of the l th receiver can be decomposed
as
yl,i =
√
ρllgll,ixl,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
desired signal
+
√
ρll
dl∑
j 6=i,j=1
gll,jxl,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Intra-stream interf. (ISI)
+
∑
k 6=l,k∈L
√
ρlk
dk∑
j=1
glk,jxk,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inter-cell interf. (ICI)
+zl, (2)
where glk,i is the ith column of the Ml × dk−dimensional
equivalent channel matrix Glk , HlkWk , while xl,i is the
ith element of xl . The desired SINR (γl,i) at the ith stream of
UE l with the MMSE receiver is given by [23]
γl,i = ρllgHll,i
(
IMl +6l,i
)−1 gll,i, (3)
where 6l,i is the ICM. The corresponding achievable
Shannon rate at the l th receiver can then be expressed as
Rl =
dl∑
i=1
log(1+ γl,i). (4)
It is evident from Eq. (3) that an accurate estimation of
the ICM
(
6l,i
)
is required for the MMSE receiver operation.
In LTE-Advanced, pilot symbols known as the downlink
common reference signals (CRS) that are sparsely inserted
in the OFDM time-frequency grid can be used to estimate the
transmission timing and channel matrices of the interfering
cells. The proposal in 5G is to use a specifically designed
frame structure to support an accurate ICM estimation [24].
As an example, the 5G frame structure proposed in [25] con-
siders the insertion of a dedicated Demodulation Reference
Sequence (DMRS) symbol for enabling channel estimation at
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the receiver. Since the cells are synchronized, the transmitted
DMRS will overlap, allowing an accurate estimation of the
ICM provided orthogonal reference sequences are used.
D. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The achievable rate of the UE in cell l, denoted by Rl, is
a function of the precoder matrix Wl and the transmission
rank dl . An optimization problem for finding the precoding
matrices that maximizes the network-wide sum performance
measure, subject to a set of given constraints, can be formu-
lated as
(P)
{
W∗1,W
∗
2, . . . ,W
∗
L
}
= arg max
Wl∈W
∑
l∈L
Rl .
s.t. max Transmit Power constraint
The problem is non-trivial since increasing one’s own achiev-
able rate by transmitting with a higher rank directly impacts
the interference generated at, and subsequently the achiev-
able rate of, the interfered users [26]. Given that the maxi-
mization is performed over the predefined set of precoding
matrices W , (P) is a combinatorial problem. Unfortunately,
optimally solving such a problem would require a centralized
architecture with brute force search over a very large search
space (e.g. 64L combinations for 4× 4 MIMO systems with
L cells), which is not practically feasible [27], [28]. Alter-
nately, the precoding matrix can be selected by independently
searching across all the possible codebook entries at each user
and selecting the one that maximizes a given performance
measure. However, selecting the precoding matrices indepen-
dently at each cell results in selfish and myopic transmission
strategies that is inefficient from a sum network performance
perspective [16], and still computationally exhaustive (e.g.,
requires 64× L computations, for the above example [14]).
We therefore propose an efficient distributed sub-optimal
solutions of (P). Our approach is to decouple (P) into the
following two sub-problems:
P− 1 : Interference Aware Rank Selection
Interference aware selection of the number of trans-
mission streams (i.e. the dimension dl of the precod-
ing matrix Wl),
P− 2 : Performance Maximizing Precoder selection
Choosing the performance maximizing precoding
matrix from the reduced subset within the code-
book W .
The outline of the proposed solutions to the simplified
sub-problems are summarized next, followed by detailed
descriptions in the remainder of this paper.
E. ALGORITHM OUTLINE
Let us first focus our attention on the sub problem (P − 1).
It can be observed from Eqs. (3) and (4) that an accurate
estimation of the ICM is required in order to calculate the
achievable rate. However, the ICM can only be estimated
after the actual data transmission, whereas the rank should
be decided prior to the data transmission. This necessitates an
efficient and direct SINR estimation method that circumvents
the requisite of relying on the ICM for estimating the SINR.
We propose to use results from random matrix theory to
estimate the SINR. The second challenge associated with sub
problem (P − 1) is the inter-dependency of the transmis-
sion rank and the performance among the co-existing users.
Mutual interference makes the user rates coupled, and the
overall network objective may not be concave with respect to
the transmission rank. The challenge is further exacerbated by
the MMSE receiver, whose interference suppress capabilities
depend on the strength and the number of the perceived
interference streams [29].
To overcome these challenges, we propose to adopt
interference pricing as a measure to control the impact of
transmitting with multiple ranks. Such interference pricing
mechanism has been efficiently used as an interference man-
agement technique for power control [30], [31]. Since we
have isolated the precoder design as a separate problem, we
letWl = 1dl IMl×dl (the scaling is to enforce maximum power
constraint) when considering the sub-problem (P− 1). Such
a precoding matrix corresponds to one-to-one mapping of the
transmitted dl streams to the first dl antennas.
Once the transmission rank is decided by solving the sub-
problem (P − 1), the set of possible precoding matrices
reduces to a smaller subset of the matrices with the chosen
rank. Hence, the sub-problem (P−2) can be efficiently solved
using methods detailed in Section V-C.
III. POST MMSE-SINR ESTIMATION
Let us focus our attention on the ith stream of the l th receiver.
Considering the identitymatrix precoder, the signal of interest
given by Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
yl,i =
√
ρll
dl
hll,ixl,i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Desired signal
+
√
ρll
dl
dl∑
j 6=i,j=1
hll,jxl,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inter-stream interference (ISI)
+
∑
k 6=l,k∈L
√
ρlk
dk
dk∑
j=1
hlk,jxk,j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Inter-cell interference (ICI)
+zl, (5)
where hlk,i is the ith column of the channel matrix Hlk ,
while xl,i is the ith element of xl . Let us define the sum
interference vector at the ith stream of the l th receiver as ul,i ,√
ρll
dl
∑dl
j 6=i,j=1 hll,jxl,j +
∑
k∈L,k 6=l
√
ρlk
dk
Hlkxk . By assuming
the different transmitter sources to be mutually uncorrelated,
the covariance matrix of the received interference signal is
given as 6l,i =
ρll
dl
∑dl
j=1,j 6=i hll,jh
H
ll,j +
∑
k∈L,k 6=l
ρlk
dk
HlkHHlk .
The post-MMSE SINR of the desired signal can be
expressed as2 γ = ρg̃H (6 + IM )−1 g̃, where g̃ , 1dl hll,i.
Let us consider the eigen-value decomposition (EVD) of 6
as given by 6 = T3TH . The M−dimensional diagonal
2The indices are dropped henceforth for ease of presentation.
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matrix 3 = Diag (λ1, λ2, . . . , λM ) contains the eigenvalues
of6, while themth column of the unitary matrix T represents
the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue λm. Using
the EVD of 6, and after some algebraic manipulations, the
instantaneous SINR can be re-expressed as [23]
γ = ρ
M∑
m=1
| Egm|2
λm + 1
, (6)
where Egm is itsmth element of the vector Eg , TH g̃.Note that,
Eg and g̃ have the same statistical properties since T is unitary;
i.e. Eg ∼ CN (0, 12 ).
In order to circumvents the requisite of relying on the
ICM to estimate the post MMSE-SINR, we propose to use
the mean SINR expression as an estimate for instantaneous
SINR. In particular, we use results from RMT to analyse
the asymptotic behaviour of the eigenvalues of 6 appearing
in Eq. (6). This allows us to derive a compact analytical
expression for the mean SINR that only requires information
about the mean interference powers and the rank of each
interferer. The proposed SINR estimation method is compu-
tationally simpler and involves fewer parameters compared to
estimating the ICM itself, e.g., as in [32].
A. DERIVATION OF THE MEAN SINR EXPRESSION
Let us consider the SINR expression given by Eq. (6). By the
independence assumption between g and the eigenvalues λm,
the mean SINR γ̄ , E [γ ] can be rewritten as
γ̄ =
σ 2
M
M∑
m=1
E
[
1
λm + 1
]
. (7)
A direct computation of Eq. (7) requires an M−fold inte-
gration over the probability density functions (pdf) of the
eigenvalues λm, which itself are not readily available. To
further circumvent the complexity of this approach, we hypo-
thetically let M ,K →∞ with the ratio β = KM fixed. In the
ensuing asymptotic limit, the distributions of the eigenvalues
converge to a non-random distribution [33], thereby reducing
Eq. (7) to a single integral. Let pR(λ) denote the said asymp-
totic distribution. The expression γ̃ , 1M
∑M
m=1 E
[
1
λm+1
]
appearing in Eq. (7) then converges, in the asymptotic limit,
to
γ̃ →
∫
pR(λ)
λ+ 1
dλ. (8)
In what follows, we present a compact expression for γ̃ .
For completeness of presentation, let us define two integral
transforms that are used in the following derivation, namely
the Stieltjes transform and the R-transform.
Definition 1: The Stieltjes transform,G(s), of the random
variable x having pdf px(x) is defined for s ∈ C, with
Im(s) > 0, as [33]
G(s) ,
∫
px(x)
x − s
dx. (9)
Definition 2: The R-transform is defined with the
argument w ∈ C in terms of the Stieltjes transform as [33]
R(w) , G−1(−w)− w−1, (10)
where G−1(·) is the functional inverse of G(s).
A close observation of Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) reveals that
γ̃ is in fact the Stieltjes transform of the ICM 6 evaluated
at s = −1, i.e. γ̃ = G6(−1). It is not straightforward
to obtain the pdf of the eigenvalue distribution of the ICM
6 and thereby derive the Stieltjes transform of 6 directly
using Eq. (9). To overcome this limitation, we first obtain the
R-transform, R6(w), of the distribution p6(λ). The relation-
ship between the R-transform and the Stieltjes transform can
then be utilized to obtain the corresponding Stieltjes trans-
form G6(s), which in turn can be used to obtain the desired
expression for γ̃ appearing in Eq. (7).
1) R-TRANSFORM OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX 6
The covariance matrix 6, as introduced in Section II,
can be written as a sum of the ICMs of the individ-
ual interferers. The Gaussian approximation on the matri-
ces Hj imply that the family of the random matrices(
{H1HH1 }, {H2H
H
2 }, . . . , {HJH
H
J }
)
is almost surely asymp-
totically free3 [33]. The R-transform of the sum of random
matrices belonging to different sets of a free family is given
by the sum of their individual R-transforms. Therefore, we
have [33]
R6(w) =
K∑
k=1
R6k (w), (11)
where R6k (w) =
ρlkβk
1−ρlkw
, [33] with βk ,
dk
M , is the R-
transform of the ICM 6k from the k th interferer. Note that,
for the intra-stream ICM, 6l =
ρll
dl
∑dl
j 6=i,j=1 hll,jh
H
ll,j and
βl =
dl−1
M .
a: Stieltjes TRANSFORM OF THE COVARIANCE MATRIX 6
The Stieltjes transform of 6 can be evaluated from the
R-transform in Eq. (11) by using the following relation as
derived from Eq. (10)
G6
(
R6(−w)−
1
w
)
= w. (12)
2) EVALUATING γ̃
As shown earlier, γ̃ is in fact the Stieltjes transform evaluated
at s = −1, i.e. γ̃ = G6(−1). Thus, the mean SINR
expression can be directly obtained from Eqs. (10) and (12)
as the solution of the following polynomial equation∑
k∈K
ρlkβk
1+ ρlk γ̃
−
1
γ̃
+ 1 = 0. (13)
3Free probability theory is to non-commutative random variables (such
as matrices) what classical probability theory is to commutative random
variables. ‘Freeness’ in free probability theory is the analogous notion to the
central concept of ‘independence’ in classical probability theory. For more
details, please refer to [33] and references therein.
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It can be shown that the above polynomial equation admits
only one positive root - which is the desired value for
γ̃ - that can readily be solved using any suitable computa-
tional software, e.g. Matlab. Finally, the mean of the post-
MMSE SINR in the presence of multiple interferers with
unequal interference powers as given in Eq. (7) is obtained
in closed form as
γ̄ = ρll γ̃ . (14)
3) VALIDITY AND ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS
The accuracy of the derived mean SINR expression is numer-
ically validated in this subsection. The analytical mean SINR
obtained using Eq. (14) is compared against the simulated
numerical sample mean in Figure 2 as a function of the SNR
of the desired link (ρll). The considered scenario involves
K = 10 interfering cells, where the interference power-to-
noise-ratios (INRs) (ρlk ) are distributed uniformly between
−10 and 40 dB. The interferer ranks (dk ) are randomly
chosen between 1 and M (= 4) with equal probability. The
derived mean SINR is found to match closely with the numer-
ical mean, thereby validating the accuracy of the derived
expression.
FIGURE 2. Plots for the estimated post-MMSE SINR vs. SNR (ρll )
demonstrating the validity of the proposed SINR estimation method.
We further investigate the impact of estimation non-
idealities on the accuracy of the derived mean SINR expres-
sion by introducing some non-idealities in the estimated
parameters (namely ρlk , dk and K ). The plot with the
‘plus’ (+) marker represents the mean SINRs when the INRs
are estimated with an error modelled as a Normal random
variable with a variance of 3 dB [34]. The plot with the
‘dot’ (·) marker shows the mean SINR when the number of
interfering streams are estimated erroneously with a margin
of ±1 (i.e. a rank dk = 2 is estimated as dk = 1, 2, or 3
with equal probability). Thirdly, the plot with the ‘cross’ (×)
marker presents the case where the interference contribution
from only the 5 strongest interferers is accounted for in the
SINR estimate, i.e. when the weaker interference signals
are neglected. Finally the combined impact of all the above
errors on the estimated SINR is reflected by the plot with the
red marker. The mean SINR with estimation non-idealities
is nonetheless found to be within a few dB of the actual
(simulated) mean, thereby demonstrating the robustness of
the SINR estimation method. The results in further answers
any possible question one may have regarding the validity of
the asymptotic approach adopted in deriving the mean SINR
estimate when the dimensions K and M are small.
IV. PRICING AS AN INTERFERENCE
MANAGEMENT CONCEPT
An efficient method to estimate the mean post-MMSE SINR
expression as an approximation for the instantaneous SINR
has been proposed in the previous section. The next step in
solving the sub problem (P−1) is to utilize the derived SINR
estimation within an inter-cell interference coordinated rank
adaptation framework.
The concept of ‘pricing as a control parameter’ from
game theory is applied in this work to enforce the coex-
isting users to behave altruistically. In particular, coexisting
gNodeBs exchange specific interference aware control infor-
mation known as interference price. Such information allows
a transmitter to account for the utility of its transmission
in a more comprehensive way by not only considering its
own throughput, but also the loss in the interfered users’
throughputs resulting from its own transmission [30]. Hence,
the rank that is expected to maximize the system level sum
throughput can be selected instead of a myopic selection of
the rank maximizing the self throughput.
A. EFFECTIVE UTILITY ESTIMATION
When a particular transmitter becomes active, it can achieve
a certain throughput under the existing conditions, while
simultaneously resulting in a certain amount of interference at
the coexisting receivers.With all other conditions unchanged,
the additional interference would in turn result in a reduction
of the received SINR at the interfered receivers, thereby
translating to a reduced throughput. Alongside the achieved
throughput at the desired receiver, the dynamics of the result-
ing interference and its negative impact on the throughput
of coexisting users have to be considered in order to fully
capture the contribution of the given user to the system sum
rate.
The ‘effective utility’ measure is introduced in this section
to represent the contribution of a particular user to the total
system sum rate. It is defined as the difference between the
achievable throughput of a particular user and the estimated
loss in the achievable throughputs of the interfered users due
to the generated interference. Such an utility measure reflects
a more socially beneficial utility from a system sum-rate
perspective [31].
Deriving the effective utility measure requires estimat-
ing the amount of interference generated, and its impact on
the throughput performance, at each interfered receiver, as
detailed below.
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1) ESTIMATING THE THROUGHPUT LOSS DUE TO A
CHANGE IN THE INTERFERENCE RANK
Let γ1 denote the instantaneous SINR of a particular link
under a specific channel condition, and R(γ1) = log(1+ γ1)
be the corresponding achievable throughput. Suppose now
that a particular interferer changes its transmission rank,
resulting in a new SINR and throughput, of γ2 and R(γ2),
respectively. The new throughput R(γ2) can be approximated
in terms of the change in the interferer rank (1d) using the
first degree Taylor polynomial [35, eq. (25.2.24)] approxima-
tion as
R(γ2) ≈ R(γ1)+ R′(γ1)1d, (15)
whereR′(γ1) is the derivative of the throughput w.r.t. the inter-
ferer rank evaluated at the SINR= γ1. The actual throughput
loss Q = R(γ1)− R(γ2), can be approximated using Eq. (15)
as Q ≈ −R′(γ1)1I .
2) INTERFERENCE PRICE
The interference price, αlk , is introduced as a measure of the
rate of change of the throughput at receiver l w.r.t. the rank
from transmitter k , and is defined as αlk = −
δR(γl )
δdk
. Let γl,i
be the instantaneous post-MMSE SINR at the ith stream of
receiver l. Using the relation Rl =
∑
i log(1 + γl,i), let us
further define γl =
∏
i(1+ γl,i)− 1 as the effective SINR
at receiver l. Considering the Shannon rate, the interference
price at receiver l from transmitter k can be derived as
αlk = −
δR(γl)
δγl
δγl
δdk
=
log(e)
1+ γl
κlk , (16)
where κlk = −
δγl
δdk
. Directly evaluating κlk is not straight-
forward. We therefore propose to approximate κlk using the
mean SINR expression in Eq. (14). Let γ̄l(dk ) be the mean
SINR at receiver l considering rank dk of user k . We can then
approximate κlk as
κlk ≈ −
1γ̄l(dk )
1dk
=
{
γ̄l(dk )− γ̄l(dk + 1) dk < M
γ̄l(dk − 1)− γ̄l(dk ) dk = M .
(17)
3) EFFECTIVE UTILITY
The effective utility measure is a reflection of an individual
users contribution to the system sum throughput. Let Qkl be
the throughput loss at user k due to the transmission of user l.
In other words, isolating the interference from user l result in
an additional throughput of Qkl at user k. Following Eq. (15)
and using the introduced interference price measure, Qkl can
be approximated as Qkl ≈ αkldl .
We can thereby define the ‘effective utility’ of a user l as the
difference between its achievable desired throughput and the
total throughput loss at all the interfered users resulting from
the transmission of that particular user. Since the the mean
post-MMSE SINR is used as an estimate of the achieved
SINR, the estimated SINR per stream (when transmitting
with more than one stream) is the same at each streams. Thus
the effective utility of user l, transmitting with rank dl can be
defined as
5l(γ̄l, dl) = dl log (1+ γ̄l(dl))−
∑
k∈L,k 6=l
αkldl . (18)
where γ̄l(dl), as given by Eq. (14), is the estimated mean
SINR at receiver l considering the desired rank dl .
V. PROPOSED INTERFERENCE-AWARE RANK
SELECTION ALGORITHMS
Having introduced efficient methods to estimate the post-
MMSE SINR and the effective utility measure, we are now
ready to present the proposed interference-aware RA algo-
rithms. First, we present a centralized RA algorithm, followed
by a simpler distributed implementation.
A. CENTRALIZED RANK ADAPTATION ALGORITHM
The algorithm outline for a centralized interference-aware
RA algorithm for a centralized ultra-dense 5G small cell
network is presented in Figure 3. The presented flowchart
considers the downlink scenario as a specific example,
though the proposed algorithm is equally valid for the uplink
direction.
FIGURE 3. Algorithm outline and message flow diagram of the proposed
centralized interference-aware rank adaptation algorithm.
At each rank update interval, each UE forwards the effec-
tive SINR, along with the interference power measurements
from the interfering gNodeBs, to the central node. The mean
path loss can be estimated at each receiver, for instance, from
the orthogonal reference sequences transmitted by neighbour
nodes [36]. In order to minimize the signalling overhead,
the UEs can be configured to feedback the mean path loss
measurement only if there is a significant change from the
previous report. Furthermore, path loss measurements below
a certain threshold can be excluded from the reporting since
they will have negligible impact for most scenarios.
Given the mean path loss measurements and the available
information about the transmission rank, the central node
can calculate the interference prices αlk∀l, k using Eq. (16).
The estimated mean post-MMSE SINR γ̄l(dl) for a candidate
transmission rank dl at a given receiver l can then be cal-
culated using Eq. (14). Note that, the updated transmission
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from the current rank adaptation cycle is considered as the
transmission ranks of users 1, 2, . . . , l − 1 when calculating
γ̄l(dl) for user l. On the other hand, the transmission rank of
the previous RA cycle is considered for the yet-to-be-updated
users l + 1, . . . ,K .
The effective utility measure at user l (see Section IV-A)
is now ready to be evaluated for each candidate rank dl ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,min(Ml,Nl)}. Finally, the candidate rank that max-
imizes the effective utility is selected as the transmission rank
d?l of user l.The proposed centralized algorithm only requires
the mean path loss values ρlk and the received effective
SINR γl as inputs to the central node. The other parameters
(namely the ranks dl and the interference prices αlk ) of the
interfering users are obtained from information readily avail-
able at the central node. This is in contrast to the complete
channel matrix information required for an ICM based rank
adaptation approach, such as those presented in [11] and [12].
B. SIMPLIFIED DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION
There are certain scenarios or network architectures where
implementation of the centralized algorithm may not be fea-
sible. A simplified and distributed implementation of the
proposed algorithm, as outlined in Algorithm 1, is presented
for such scenarios in this section.
Algorithm 1 Proposed Interference-Aware RA Algorithm
Inputs:
At each transmitter l, estimates ρkl ∀k ∈ L
Algorithm:
for Each user l = 1 . . .L do
for considered rank, m = 1 . . .min(Ml,Nl) do
Approximate post-MMSE SINR, γl,m using (14)
Estimate effective 5l(m) using (19)
end for
Selected rank dj = argmaxm5j(m)
end for
1) WEIGHTED THROUGHPUT CALCULATION
Instead of the additive ‘interference price as a form taxation’
introduced in Section IV-A, we proposed to introduce a mul-
tiplicative interference price that does not require exchange of
interference aware control information among the co-existing
transmitters. Instead, the key idea is to impose a higher
penalty for transmitting with higher ranks, i.e., increasing the
number of interfering streams in the system.
Considering a Shannon’s rate achieving idealized modula-
tion and coding scheme for each resource slot, the effective
utility of user l transmitting with rank dl can be re-defined as
5j(dl) = dl f (dl) log2(1+ γl(dl)), (19)
where γl(dl) is the estimated mean SINR as given by
Eq. (14) and f (dl) is the penalty imposed for transmitting with
rank dl . ‘Interference-awareness’ is incorporated by defin-
ing the weight functions f (dl) according to the interference
conditions. As an illustrative example, weight functions
corresponding to strong, moderate and weak interference
scenarios can respectively be defined as
f (m) =

1
m
Strong Interference scenario,
1
√
m
Moderate Interference scenario,
1 Weak Interference scenario.
(20)
In general, the choice of the weight function is application
and requirement dependent, but must range between the fol-
lowing two extremes: f (dl) = 1 (which implies no penalty)
for the low interference scenario, to f (dl) = 1 (for rank 1)
and f (dl) = 0 (for other ranks), (i.e., transmit with fixed rank
one) for the high interference scenario.
2) INTERFERENCE ESTIMATION
Similar to choosing the weight function, the interference
condition can be determined using different methods. We
propose to determine the interference condition at gNodeB l
by comparing the sum of the path loss values ρkl towards
the interfered receivers k (∀k ∈ L, k 6= l) against the desired
SNR ρll as shown in Table 1, where ρl,I =
∑
k∈L,k 6=l ρkl .
TABLE 1. Determining the interference condition.
C. PRECODER SELECTION: SOLVING P − 2
The rationale of decomposing the original optimization prob-
lem (P) into two independent sub problems is to simplify the
multiuser interference management aspect. We have done so
by proposing interference aware rank selection algorithms
earlier in this article. The main design criteria for selecting
the precoder, i.e., the sub-problem (P − 2) is hence to max-
imize the throughput individually at each receiver, assuming
a point-to-point transmission. In other words, (P− 2) can be
stated as
(P− 2)W∗l = arg max
Wl∈W ′l
Rl, (21)
where W ′l ⊂ W is the set of all precoders corresponding to
the selected rank d∗l .
Since the considered Shannon throughput is a monotoni-
cally increasing function of the SINR, and assuming a point-
to-point transmission, (P − 2) is equivalent to solving for
the precoder that maximizes the received signal to noise
ratio (SNR). Thus, (P− 2) in can be reformulated as
(P− 2)W∗l = arg max
Wl∈W ′l
HllWlWHl H
H
ll , (22)
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which can be straightforwardly solved, either at the central
node (for the centralized implementation) or at the transmitter
end (in the distributed case). Note that, such a solution is valid
even when the CSI is noisy [37].
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Performance results for the proposed algorithms, obtained
through Monte Carlo simulations, are presented in this
Section. All results are presented in the form of system sum
rate in bps/Hz. A number of cells are simulated, each having
a single active UE. The presented results consider terminals
with M = 4 antennas. A full buffer traffic model [38]
is considered for all links. The path loss between any pair
of interfering links, more specifically the INRs are chosen
randomly from an uniform distribution, the range and support
of which is varied to represent different densities of the
interfering network.
The presented simulation results are averaged over at least
1000 sample runs to ensure statistical reliability. During each
snapshot, the path loss, shadowing and location of devices
remain fixed. However these parameters change indepen-
dently from one snapshot to another.
FIGURE 4. Network spectral efficiency in bps/Hz across 6 users for the
proposed interference aware RA algorithms with the SIR ∼ U(30,0) [dB]
representing a dense network.
A. IMPACT OF NETWORK INTERFERENCE DENSITY
The sum network spectral efficiency curves for the proposed
algorithms under different interference conditionswith 6 cells
are presented in Figures 4 and 5. Each figure represents a
particular interference density scenario and presents results
for the proposed centralized and the distributed interference-
aware rank adaptation algorithms. The ideally attainable
maximum sum rate obtained through brute force (BF) search
across the all possible rank combinations is also shown for
comparison. Alongside, the performance obtained with a
fixed rank 2, and the conventional non interference aware
(non-IA) rank adaptation algorithm (such as those presented
in [11]–[13] are presented as benchmark results.
FIGURE 5. Network spectral efficiency in bps/Hz across 6 users for the
proposed interference aware RA algorithms with the
SIR ∼ U(40,−10) [dB] representing a sparse network where the
interferer can at times be stronger than the desired signal.
Observing the performance trends in Figures 4 and 5, the
centralized algorithm is found to perform close to the opti-
mum performance. This highlights the fact that the method
to estimate the SINR as employed in the proposed RA algo-
rithm, and the interference price as an effective interfer-
ence control mechanism, are in fact useful in providing a
good estimate of the performance of the MMSE receiver.
In practice, the BF search optimum performance can only be
achieved in the presence of a near-infinite capacity instanta-
neous feedback link between each user and the central node
as it entails centrally available non-causal global CSI. The
nominal sum rate gap with the optimum performance can
partially be attributed to the fact that the parameters, such as
the interference price, are calculated based on the previous
transmission time interval parameters, and the approximation
involved in estimating the effective interference measure.
On a closer observation, the simplified distributed algo-
rithm is found to perform close to the centralized algorithm
under certain scenarios, for example at low (<5dB) and
relatively high (>40dB) SNR range. However, there a notice-
able performance gap between the performance results of
the centralized algorithm compared to that of the distributed
algorithm at moderate SNR values (between 5 and 40 dB).
The more accurate interference price and effective interfer-
ence calculation methods of the centralized algorithm allow
better exploitation of the spatial gain vs. interference rejection
tradeoff at these practical range of SNR values. On the
other hand, the dynamics of the spatial gain-vs.-interference
rejection tradeoff are left unexplored when transmitting with
a fixed rank as illustrated by the relatively good performance
of the fixed rank curves at low SNR values, but not at higher
SNR values.
Note that the improved performance of the centralized
algorithm come at an increased computational cost and sig-
nalling overhead as discussed in Section V. Therefore, a
proper cost-benefit and performance requirement analysis is
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necessary when choosing between the centralized and the
distributed implementation of the proposed algorithms in
practice.
B. IMPACT OF NETWORK SIZE
Next, we investigate the impact of the number of cells in
the network. The achieved mean throughput per cell for the
proposed algorithms is presented in Figure 6. The SNR of
the desired link is fixed at 30 dB, while the interference link
strengths are randomly chosen to ensure that the signal to
interference ratios (SIR) are follow the uniform distribution
U(40,−10)[dB]. The uniform distribution with a wide range
is chosen to model the large interference fluctuation consid-
ered in this work. Physically, such a set up can be seen as
sparse network where the interferer can at times be stronger
than the desired signal, for example due to a closed user group
configuration.
FIGURE 6. Network spectral efficiency per cell with different number
of cells for the different proposed algorithms. SNR = 30 dB,
SIR ∼ U(40,−10)[dB].
The interference increases with increasing number of
active cells, resulting in a decline in the mean rate per cell.
For all the considered network sizes, the proposed centralized
algorithm performs close to the optimum performance found
through BF search. Furthermore, the proposed centralized
and distributed algorithms converge in performance with
increasing number of cells. This is as expected since with
increasing network size, the inter-user interference becomes
the dominant performance limiting factor, and hence all algo-
rithms basically converge to transmitting with rank one.
For smaller number of cells, the proposed distributed algo-
rithm is found to perform rather poorly, with the basic non-
interference aware algorithm outperforming it at very few
cells (basically, when number of antennas> number of cells).
The observed poor performance is because the interaction
among the interfering streams, which is much more intricate
with small number of cells, cannot be captured by the simpli-
fied weighted penalty measures of the distributed algorithm
at sufficient level of accuracy.
C. PERFORMANCE WITH ESTIMATION NON-IDEALITIES
We now investigate the impact of estimation non-idealities
on the performance of the proposed algorithm. More specifi-
cally, we consider errors in estimating the interference pow-
ers (ρlk ) in the mean SINR calculation during the running of
the RA algorithm rank selection process. The estimated INR,
ρ̂lk is given by ρ̂lk = ρlk + ε (dB), where the error term ε
(in dB scale) is a normally distributed error term with zero
mean and a variance of 3, i.e. ε ∼ N (0, 3) [34].
FIGURE 7. Network spectral efficiency performance of the proposed
centralized algorithm with, and without estimation non-idealities.
FIGURE 8. Network spectral efficiency performance of the proposed
distributed algorithm with, and without estimation non-idealities.
The sum rate performance for the proposed algorithms
are presented in Figures 7 and 8, and compared against
the optimum performance found through BF search. Results
are presented for 4 and 6 cells to demonstrate the impact
of the estimation non-idealities for different network sizes.
The SIRs are randomly chosen with the uniform distribution
U(−10, 40)[dB]. Alongside the 3 dB estimation error in esti-
mating the INR, we further assume that a fixed interferer rank
(of rank = 1) is used instead of accurately estimating the
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interferer rank. This is to capture the effects of any possible
error in estimating the interferer rank.
The performance of the proposed centralized and dis-
tributed rank coordination algorithms are found to be quite
robust to the estimation error with negligible performance
loss for both of the considered network sizes. The displayed
robustness to estimation non-idealities can be attributed to
the robustness of the proposed post-MMSE SINR estimation
method as discussed in Section III-A.3. It is also interesting
to note that the sum rate with four cells outperforms the sum
rate with six cells at higher SNR values. With six cells, there
are simply not enough spatial DoFs to cancel all the inter-
ference sources even when transmitting with a single rank
only, since the terminal are equipped with M = 4 antennas
each. This leads to an interference-limited scenario at higher
SNRs, as confirmed by the observed performance saturation
in Figure 8. However, with four cells and at high SNRs,
each cell can ideally choose to transmit with one stream and
use the remaining spatial DoFs to cancel all the interfering
streams from the other cells, leading to an interference-free
transmission. The resulting performance in that case scales
linearly with the log of the SNR, as can be observed from the
presented results.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a novel and practical ‘interference-
aware’ rank adaptation algorithm for a 5G system employ-
ing the MMSE receiver. The proposed algorithm uses tools
from randommatrix theory to evaluate the mean post-MMSE
SINR, which is one of the parameters used to estimate the
achievable rate for each rank combination. Alongside, the
concepts of interference pricing as a control mechanism, and
effective utility as an interference-aware measure of the sum
throughput are introduced to better reflect the dynamics of
the interference-throughput interaction, and to account for
the impact of the generated interference on the throughput
performance at the interfered receivers.
The selected rank is expected tomaximize the sum network
throughput. Centralized and distributed implementations of
the proposed algorithms are presented, and their respective
performance in terms of the system-wide sum throughput are
evaluated in details. The proposed algorithms are observed
to perform close to the maximum achievable performance
obtained through an exhaustive search algorithm for a wide
range of network size, while incurring much lower com-
plexity. Furthermore, the proposed algorithms are found to
be robust to channel measurement errors and other non-
idealities, making them suitable for practical implementation
in 5G systems. As part of the future work, we plan to incorpo-
rate the different 5G service classes and the concept of multi-
connectivity into the proposed inter-cell rank coordination
framework.
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